1. Room 042 (Piano room) in the basement will be open for residents to access.

2. **At most one resident** is allowed to be in 042 at any given time.

3. **Face coverings must be worn at all times while in 042** (even if the resident is alone). Face coverings must also be worn in all other common spaces in accordance with MIT Policy and the latest face covering policy issued by the city of Cambridge. Please bring your own face covering.

4. Residents must be in compliance with the COVIDPass requirements.
   - Residents must submit the Daily Attestation on their COVIDPass apps before accessing room 042.
   - Residents may **NOT** use room 042 if they are overdue.

5. Residents **must reserve** room 042 in order to access the room; walk-ins are **NOT** allowed.
   - There are no restrictions on the number of reservation hours per day. However, please be respectful of fellow residents who may also want to use the space.
   - *MIT personal certificates* are necessary to make a reservation. Follow the instructions [here](#) for installation.

6. Room 042 is well ventilated. And, there will be a break of **half an hour** between any two reservations to allow for air exchange between different sessions.

7. All residents are expected to adhere to all State, Local, and Campus guidance and policies.

8. If you feel unwell, please **DO NOT** go to room 042.

9. Wipes are placed in 042, and residents accessing this room must **wipe down all the surfaces before and after use**, with the wipes.

10. Room 042 will be **closed from 7:30 AM - 8 AM every day** for cleaning.